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A
pproximately 20,000 General Electric workers at 48 locations

in 23 states go on a two-day strike to protest higher health

insurance co-pays.

Doctors in West Virginia stage a walkout as out-of-control

malpractice insurance costs threaten their livelihood.

Two similar events that dramatically illustrate a problem –

high health care costs – that is certainly not new. It is a quandary,

however, that continues to grow in urgency for all involved. It

impacts not only the hospital and physician providers, health plans and insurers, but employers

paying the rapidly rising insurance premiums and the employees who face joining the growing

ranks of uninsured.

The reasons for the rising costs are numerous and well documented. The combination of

pharmaceutical drug expenses, continuing medical advances, government mandates, heightened

consumer demand and litigation management has annual health benefits costs increasing at

11.2% and 14.7% the past two years, with no end in sight.

Allison Payment Systems, an Indianapolis-based specialty commercial printer for financial

institutions and businesses, built a 20% premium increase into the upcoming budget. Joe Thomas,

company president and CEO, says he has been told “that might be a little light.”

Local dilemma
Health care costs are a national problem that is augmented by special circumstances at the

state and, often more importantly, local levels.

State rankings from the United Health Foundation reveal some of the already established

Indiana challenges: a high risk for heart disease, along with resulting high incidences of heart

ailments; a high prevalence of smoking as well as cancer deaths; and factors not included such

as obesity rates and overall lack of fitness.

In central Indiana, a never strong interest in HMOs has continued to decline. While the

effectiveness of the health maintenance organizations in controlling some of the costs has waned,
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the absence of such alternatives only adds to the difficulty.

General Motors, the largest private health insurer in

the country with a 2003 budget of $4.5 billion, has

always struggled with higher costs at its central Indiana

operations. It helped form Central Indiana Health Care

Initiatives, based in Anderson, in 1995 to address some of

the high-utilization, high-cost issues. 

“Managed care has never taken a real strong hold in

this area,” says Jim Mills, current regional manager of the

initiatives program. The HMO absence prevented some of

the earlier “cost breaks” from coming into play.

In addition, central Indiana is in the midst of a new

health care facility boom. Hospital and provider groups

are rapidly developing specialty hospitals and expanding

service areas.

Among the comments from participants in this story:

David Kelleher, president of HealthCare Options, Inc.,

says, “The new hospitals coming online and the increase

in infrastructure, both inpatient and outpatient, is quite

stunning. We’re in for quite a rocky road on the cost front.”

Dr. Ned Lamkin, president of the Indiana Employers

Quality Health Alliance, points out, “(Health care) is not

like other industries where you find a niche. Hospitals

believe they have to try and provide all their services at

multiple locations. Although much of it is done by private

institutions, building hospitals is not free stuff.”

Bob Boles, vice president of finance for Allison Payment

Systems: “I’ve yet to understand the supply and demand.

Do we really need four heart hospitals? We’re way over

capacity on the north side.”

The Center for Studying Health System Change, which

surveys the Indianapolis health climate every two years

and issues a Community Report (the fourth such report

was released in February following a September 2002

visit), wrote the following:

“Improving clinical quality did not appear to be a driving

force for new facilities or services. … Provider competition could,

alternatively, result in higher use rates and costs. Competition

over specialty services also could lure profitable services away from

general hospitals, draining revenues needed to cross-subsidize

less profitable services, including care for the uninsured.”

St, Vincent Hospitals and Health Services now serves 45

counties throughout central

Indiana and beyond. Deeni

Taylor, executive vice president,

says the organization is not

growing just for the sake of

expansion.

“We’re being good stewards

of our resources. Our expansion

is because there is an identified

need, which we meet through

new construction or development

of programs,” Taylor asserts. 

Analysis prior to any project,

he adds, provides an assessment

of how much of the costs might be passed on to health plans,

patients or other elements of the health care industry.

“We address on the front end whether it is something the

market will buy,” Taylor notes. “We’re trying to meet growth

opportunities, and sometimes that’s replacing aging facilities as

we’ve done in Randolph County.”

Part of the expansion proliferation comes from a consumer

mindset. Patients want their health care options to be close to

home – not in a neighboring town or

even on the other side of the city.

The result, according

to Taylor, is you “end up

with quality care at many

locations and with duplication

(of services).”

Price vs. quality
Another common way of thinking

that proves troublesome is the linkage

of price with quality. That just doesn’t

work in health care, says Lamkin, who

Indiana’s Health Status 
2002 Rankings

RRaannkkiinnggss RRiisskk  FFaaccttoorrss MMeeaassuurreemmeenntt  DDaattaa

46 Prevalence of Smoking 27.4

(percent of population)

11 Motor Vehicle Deaths 1.3

(deaths per 100,000 miles driven)

22 Violent Crime 349

(offenses per 100,000 population)

42 Risk for Heart Disease 8

(percent above or below national average)

32 High School Graduation 68.1

(percent of incoming ninth graders)

13 Children in Poverty 10.8

(percent of persons under age 18)

31 Adequacy of Prenatal Care 74

(percent of pregnant women)

22 Lack of Health Insurance 11.8

(percent without health insurance)

RRaannkkiinnggss OOuuttccoommeess MMeeaassuurreemmeenntt  DDaattaa

32 Occupational Fatalities 6.3

(deaths per 100,000 workers)

36 Heart Disease 290.8

(deaths per 100,000 population)

46 Cancer Deaths 224.5

(deaths per 100,000 population)

38 Total Mortality 943.8

(deaths per 100,000 population)

31 Premature Death 8,036

(years lost per 100,000 population)
2222 OOvveerraallll

Source:UnitedHealthFoundation

What Determines How Healthy We Are

Source: AmericanHealth Association
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has led the efforts of what is now the health alliance since 1995.

While employees or health care consumers don’t think enough about

price since they are paying little, if any, of the bill, employers have focused

on it too much in their benefit decisions.

“We’ve treated health care services as a benefits issue rather than a

supplier issue,” Lamkin explains. “For suppliers, we have performance

standards and measurement. For health care, we’ve basically wrote a

blank check and said ‘go where you need to go.’

“Price is just not a good measure. It’s not generally well correlated

with cost. It’s frequently correlated with intervention and utilization. If

not adequately managed, costs go through the ceiling.”

The alliance, formerly the Indiana Employers Health Care Coalition,

attempted to move beyond price by incorporating provider performance

into annual report cards in the late 1990s. Medicare data and information

from the Indiana Hospital & Health Association was used to compile the

evaluations, which were shared with hospitals and the coalition members.

Lamkin says hospitals were cooperative and, despite frequent inquiries,

there was no feedback received on the data or the process. The report

card went public in its fourth year, with “all hell breaking loose” following

an Indianapolis Star headline and story.

“It was no different than what we had been doing,” Lamkin noted.

“But they gave me feedback then, which is something they should have

been doing all along.”

Hospital cooperation waned and the idea was abandoned as the

goal of stimulating improvement was not being accomplished. 

Lamkin and the alliance have also completed health plan evaluations

in recent years. Since nearly all central Indiana health plans, however,

include most providers, it is not possible to differentiate on a quality

basis. The reports are reduced to focusing on service times and other

similar factors.

The focus now is on an employer-physician partnership, working

together to form a new health care delivery system. The result, Lamkin

theorizes, should be “outcomes driven, community-wide systems of care.”

New direction
Another employer-based effort at health care reform began in 2002.

The Employers’ Forum of Central Indiana is centering its attention on

cost and quality measurement, helping employers and employees make

more informed choices on their health care purchases.

“What we’re trying to do is change the way employers buy health

care,” says Kelleher, who with partner Richard Schnute is coordinating

the forum’s efforts. The pair adds, “We want individual consumers to be

involved, to act as normal consumers. But until they have the information

and incentives to do so, …”

The key to change rests with health plans. Predictive modeling

software (DxCG is an industry leader) is now in place, Kelleher says, that

allows a fair evaluation of health plan performance. Employers will request

health plan cooperation in providing diagnostic and demographic

information necessary to fully utilize the software.

Health plans will also be asked to make available quality information

on providers that helps measure their performance. Subsequent premium

levels would reflect the differences in quality and costs.

“We have to start with the support of health plans,” Kelleher declares.

“And unless we reward performance at the provider level and be clear about it, how can we expect

providers to go along. Once measured properly, most provides would support a system of rewards.”

Another byproduct of the quality data, Kelleher and Schnute believe, is the ability to formulate
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Health Care Cost Percentage Increases
Indiana: 1980-1998

Source:BlueCrossandBlueShield Association
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Health care represents the largest sector in the U.S. economy
Components of GDP (2000 total: $9.8 trillion)
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comprehensive community profiles. Combining the data will

identify areas of concern and potentially lead to changes that

enhance overall community health – and lower future health

care costs.

Data details
The arguments against health

care quality rankings are numerous.

Some, such as the acuity of the

patients that are treated, are being

successfully factored into the performance

evaluations. Others, including the

complexity of health care, are less

easy to define.

St. Vincent’s Taylor says hospital

quality rankings “will be out there

sooner rather than later.” Medicare

information was used to evaluate

nursing homes with those rankings

released late in 2002. 

“We have to make sure the public

understands what it’s getting, what it

measures,” he says. “It’s good to share

that information with employers and

employees, but it’s only one bit of

information. There are many facets to

quality, and it’s difficult to evaluate the

full picture. If (one ranking) becomes

the driver, the primary piece of data

used to make health care decisions,

then we’re in trouble.”

An existing effort at performance

measurement comes from insurer

Anthem, which developed a Hospital

Quality Program in Ohio in 1992 and

expanded it to Indiana and Kentucky

in 1996. In 2001, reimbursement levels

for Indiana hospitals were based on

their quality performance.

Hospitals complete a comprehensive

35-page questionnaire each year. The

assessment seeks to measure quality

of care, clinical outcomes, patient

safety, processes of care and organizational

management structure. Eighty-eight

Indiana hospitals participate in the

survey.

“It’s fairly well established in the

medical literature that higher quality

health care is less costly health care,” says

Dr. David Lee, lead medical director,

Indiana, for Anthem. “We visit hospitals

to share their scorecard. It takes

awhile to get buy-in, but hospitals

actually appreciate the exercise.”

Hospitals learn their scores, as

well as the blind results of how similar-sized hospitals fared.

Centers of excellence are identified, as well as potential areas

for improvement. 

Lee and Dennis Casey, vice president and general manager,

Indiana, say the Anthem program is

unique due to its sophistication.

While most insurers have the ability

to review the data of their own

patients, Anthem is receiving

information on all patients and

producing a more comprehensive

evaluation.

While improved and less costly

health care can be realized now,

the next evolution of the program

involves getting the quality information

to the employers and employees

making the health care choices.

“If we put the data out there

now, I’m not sure you or I would

know what it means,” Casey claims.

“How to communicate quality and

how to do it consistently is very

difficult. I don’t think anyone has

developed the answer to that

question yet.”

Taylor says St. Vincent has

been cooperative in working with

Anthem and the insurer has been

sensitive in listening to provider

suggestions. Still, he calls the

program evolving and says yearly

changes in what is evaluated

prevent the measuring of trends

and improvements. 

Lee counters that the

changing metrics are partially

at the suggestion of hospitals, as

well as recommendations from

national quality improvement

efforts such as Leapfrog.

Business perspective
Large employers make up

the core of both the alliance and

forum groups. General Motors’

Mills says the automaker tries to

“stay active on all fronts,” being

involved in any effort that “shows

promise to fix the problem.”

Mills is encouraged by the

growing number of groups, locally

and nationally, attempting to

provide quality rankings. The

key, he says, is quality. Higher

quality care benefits the entire
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Average Health Benefit Cost for 

Active Employees, 1994-2002

Source:MercerHumanResourcesConsulting

Annual Change in Average Total

Health Benefit Cost, 1987-2002

Results for1987-1998arebasedoncost forbothactiveandretiredemployees.
Results for1998-2002arebasedoncost foractiveemployeesonly.

Source:MercerHumanResourcesConsulting
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community, including employers

and their employees.

For an example of the

importance of quality, Mills

says look no further than GM.

“We rolled up our sleeves and

decided what we were doing

was not good enough anymore.

It just takes a lot of hard work

and focus on the issues. The

health care industry is just

beginning to understand that.”

He adds that the three

questions consumers ask about

any product are: “What is the

quality? How much does it

cost? How convenient is it?

Now, people probably only

know how convenient it is.”

Pam Rutkowski, group

benefits administrator for Herff

Jones, says employers have the

role of “making quality and

cost at the forefront instead of

where the doctor is located.

The ways people make choices

have to be more informed. The

more information we have, the

better off we are.”

She has talked with

employees who truly believe

insurance simply pays the

remainder of the bill after their $20 co-payment. But with insurance premium information bundled

together, and not based on cost or quality data, it’s difficult for employers to know the true costs

and to provide that information to employees.

Employer responsibility
Employers also have a much larger responsibility – being the agent of change, the driving force

behind true health care reform. Ask the consultants, the providers, the insurers and the employers

themselves, and the answer is the same: Lead the way or stop the criticism.

Kelleher and Schnute worked together in the 1970s, forming one of the area’s first managed

care companies. The successful price separations of that time disappeared over the years at employers’

urging. Choices were blended together, creating what they term a dysfunctional market … with

dysfunctional results.

“I think the medical community is waiting for some signal from purchasers that things are going

to change,” Kelleher comments, adding that the biggest obstacle is apathy. “It’s getting close to

the time when business needs to make changes or quit complaining.”

The lack of local corporate headquarters presents a challenge, with large company attention

often focused elsewhere. Lamkin says the alliance has lost some members due to recent acquisitions

by out-of-state firms, and it’s difficult to find small businesses with the time and resources to

devote to the cause.

“The more companies we have, the more effective we can be. But it’s hard to get them to join,”

he notes. “I can’t give them a direct return on their investment. It’s not like signing up for a health

care program that will give them their money back.”

Lamkin hears frustration and cynicism from employers. The talk is of defined contribution

plans, consumer directed care and people – both physicians and employers – saying maybe the

Company Focuses on Employee Education
Allison Payment Systems has been in business in Indianapolis since 1888. Its current

employee-owned management group has been fighting the rising health care cost battle the

last eight years.

“We’ve been pretty proactive about trying to control costs,” says Joe Thomas, president

and CEO. “Although we have not been totally successful, nobody is.”

Allison Payment bids out its insurance contract every year and is now working with its

third company. It didn’t accept a sought-after 51% premium increase one year. It has

adjusted deductibles and employee co-pays and altered its offerings to keep cost increases

at about 14% annually.

A primary focus has been working on improvements in areas it can control, such as employee

health and fitness. The Lighten Up program offers $10 a pound weight loss incentives, while

Kicking Butts is a smoke cessation effort with bonuses attached to successful outcomes. 

Thomas and Bob Boles, vice president of finance, emphasize doctor office visits instead

of having to make trips to the emergency room and staying within the physician group as

additional ways to save money. The complexity of the system, however, makes it a difficult task.

“A key element is better educating our employees as a group to understand the nuances

of health care, but that’s damn difficult to do.” Referring to the lack of data and quality

rankings, Thomas half-jokingly asks, “Do they have an Angie’s List (a member-driven ratings

system of service providers) for hospitals and doctors?”

Allison Payment is considering a defined benefit plan for the next fiscal year in which it

pays the first $1,000 of health care costs, the employees pay the second $1,000 and then the

insurance kicks in. It also is looking at opening up additional offerings under a cafeteria-style plan.

Thomas and Boles bemoan the fact that one or two health care incidents can “drive

your overall cost structure through the wall.” Nevertheless, they vow to remain proactive

and understand the issues as best they can. The alternative is not pleasant.

“I heard on the radio a prognosis that socialized medicine in this country is inevitable.

Now that is really a scary thought,” Thomas declares.

Resource: Allison Payment Systems at (317) 808-2403

Continued on page 26



federal government should take over the health care system.

“Most business people say, ‘This isn’t my problem. You

guys do health care. Why don’t you fix it.’ I don’t think health

care people will fix it. I don’t think they can. Employers need

to provide the leadership.”

Even the business people say they and their colleagues

must look in the mirror.

Rutkowski says a number of factors must come together

to initiate change. At the top of the list is “getting enough

employer support to move forward. Everyone is so busy with

different things on their plate, but we have to work as one unit.”

Mills adds that employers have to stress to those within the

system that costs are out of line and an expansion of the quality

focus is required. He says to let providers and others know that

unless better value is received, alternatives will be considered.

“If we sit back and continue to pay the increases, eventually

there is not going to be enough money any more.”

Anthem’s Casey doesn’t believe employers are “willing to write

the check forever. Employers, small and large, have got to get

their voice heard on this issue. They’re the ones paying for it.”

While he says Anthem can be part of the solution – going

beyond a transaction role to data accumulation/analysis and

providing disease management assistance – reform will not be

immediate.

“We didn’t get to where we are overnight and we’re

not going to see changes overnight,” he elaborates.

“Some coalitions are out ahead of the game and want

to reinvent health care in six months, and that’s not

going to happen.”

If employers are to lead, other must come along

for the ride. 

“If the provider community wants us to do a better

job, they have to help us,” Lamkin notes.

Kelleher says the open approach of the employers’

forum has been beneficial. Meetings with hospital leaders,

health plan officials and others have been part of the process

since the beginning.

Taylor says the relationships between the various health

care entities in central Indiana have seen their share of peaks

and valleys over time. He sees recent improvements, however,

that must continue.

“Employers and consumers are going to demand it. If we

don’t work together, the costs are going to come back to them,”

he concludes. “We have to work together to find a solution.”

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: David Kelleher, Employers’ Forum of Central

Indiana, at (317) 872-7900 or www.hoi.com

Dr. Ned Lamkin, Indiana Employers Quality Health

Alliance, at (317) 283-2780

Deeni Taylor, St. Vincent Hospitals & Health Services, at

(317) 338-7007

Dennis Casey and Dr. David Lee, Anthem, at (317) 488-6000

Jim Mills at (765) 646-3085

Pam Rutkowski at (317) 329-3301

Factors Driving Rising Health Care Costs

Source:PricewaterhouseCoopers
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